COMPLETE AID MONITORING

Independent aid monitoring that equips all stakeholders with 360° accountability and visibility.
To find out more about our solutions, please contact ngoandaidsservices@sgs.com
Any donors investing in projects and organisations in countries far away from headquarters face the same challenge: how to effectively monitor activities to allow quick decision-making? How to reduce risk of misuse and corruption? How to find credible local partners? How to optimise resources and reduce overhead?

LOCAL EYES AND EARS
Have you considered deploying the global network of local SGS experts?
Many donors do:
- On a one-off or continuous basis
- In countries where you have no office
- In cases where the situation simply demands additional third party monitoring

PROVIDE DIRECT VISIBILITY

We develop a customised Aid Monitoring programme that is based on your specific need for assurance.
- Third party monitoring against your own guidelines and / or international best practices
- Advise what monitoring activities are appropriate based on the specific local environment and the particular activities of the donor

COMpletely CUSTOMISED

This matters to donors who face on the one hand increased scrutiny from their support base – taxpayers, employees, Board members, social investors – and on the other an unprecedented global need.

ACCOUNTABILITY DRIVES TRUST, TRUST DRIVES RESULTS
Trust is the fundamental asset in the nonprofit sector.
Objective third party monitoring and reporting strengthens the accountability in the system. From experience we have seen how stronger accountability has harnessed trust, delivering better and more sustainable results for all stakeholders involved.

IMPROVING COST EFFICIENCY
- Use of local experts
- Reduced need for international travel
- Reduced overhead in reporting
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